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Fig.1. ‘Dover Castle’ by Michel van Overbeek (op. c.1650-1680). PD.553-1963. The Fitzwilliam Museum,
Cambridge. Reproduction by permission of the Syndics of The Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge. This view, from
the west, gives a more realistic view of the castle at this time, than say Willem Schellinks contemporary view
(British Museum 1955,1008.1) which overstates the height of the Middle Ward relative to the Inner Ward.

The South Barbican and Middle Bailey at Dover Castle
David Mercer
The discovery by the author of a previously The subjects of this paper consist of a number of
unpublished view of Dover Castle in the 17th discrete areas that were originally interconcentury (fig. 1), combined with extensive nected by a series of walled passage barbicans
research on the surviving topographical, (fig. 2). As can be seen from the Overbeek sketch,
historical and antiquarian sources prompted this the Middle Bailey must always have been a
re-examination of a poorly known, yet fascinating prominent part of the castle and makes Rigold’s
part of the medieval castle. The destruction and suggestion of a motte between the two encloclearance of the medieval fabric of the entire sures extremely unlikely as it would have needed
South Barbican and large parts of the Middle to be of immense height (Rigold 1967, 89).
Bailey by the mid-19th century has rendered Indeed, this is the site of the south barbican
these structures less well known and understood which is known from limited excavations comthan other aspects of the site, being virtually bined with cartographic evidence derived from
absent from the latest official guidebook (Brindle a series of small-scale plans made for the Board
2012, 9-10). Our current understanding of the of Ordnance in the 18th century, the originals of
area is based on the research of Brown, Colvin which are presumed lost (ibid). However, a
and Taylor, enhanced by excavations on the site number of other sources survive, which curiously
of Arthur’s Gate (Rigold 1967), and remain largely unknown. These early images
complemented by the work of Renn on combined with historical accounts and antiquarPencester’s Tower (1969). The historiography is ian observations, go some way to corroborating
summarised in the recent Dover Castle this earlier work. However, much remains
monograph (Pattison et al 2020, 89-92), though unclear – both in respect to layout and date.
the best interpretation of the structures remain Though, it is reasoned that the lack of an Inner
the plan reproduced in the History of the King’s Bailey ditch for the length of the south barbican
Works (Colvin 1963, Plan I Dover Castle)¹.
suggests that they are coeval in concept.
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Fig. 2. ‘Dover Castle plan, Francis Grose, ‘Grose’s Antiquities of England and Wales, 1786 Vol. 3, opp p. 35.
View from the south-west. The key is from Grose.

The earliest depictions of the castle are to be
found in a series of survey drawings created in
the 16th century to illustrate schemes of work
upgrading the harbour at Dover (frontispiece).
These surviving ‘plats’ now held by the British
library give us our first tantalising views of the
castle and reveal the scale of what has been lost.
As these images were not actual surveys of the
castle they tend to be misleading and inaccurate
in detail, however, careful study reveals many of
the destroyed elements (fig. 3).
The intricacies of the lost south barbican are
highlighted by Bereblock’s drawing c. 1570 (fig.
4). This shows a complex composite barbican
combining both courtyard and passage barbicans
to create a singular structure. The courtyard
barbican element is an irregular trapezoid
tapering towards the north. This barbican
fronted the Palace Gate entrance to the Inner
Bailey and was itself accessed via gates at
opposing ends: the north gate or ‘Porta Borealis’

is better known today as Arthur’s Gate; whilst
that to the South-West ‘Porta Harcutte’ is still
referred to as Harcourt’s Tower. Whilst
Bereblock’s
bird’s-eye
view
contains
inaccuracies in scale and detail, combining it
with surviving 18th century plans (figs. 5, 7)
allows us to recreate the entire south barbican
with a tolerable degree of accuracy². Harcourt’s
Tower gave access to the outer bailey via
Peverell’s Gateway. Historical descriptions
demonstrate that this was even more complex
than Bereblock’s depiction: “[Harcourt’s] tower
was built near the angle of the quadrangle, on
the south-west, and over a passage, inclosed by
two parallel walls, leading from Peverell's
tower.” (Lyon 1813, 63). It could be that this is
the work referred to in 1247: “making a double
wall and half a tower where the palisade is”
(Calendar of the Liberate Rolls, i, 1226-40, 217)
with the extension to Peverell’s tower being the
half-tower (’medietas unius turelle’) in question.
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Fig. 3. Dover castle c. 1541 (detail). View from the SW. Attributed to Richard Cavendish. Cotton Augustus I.i,
f.26. © British Library Board. https://www.bl.uk/onlinegallery/onlineex/unvbrit/d/001cotaugi00001u00026000.html

Lyon describes the double wall as a ‘caponier’
or covered passageway with a series of arrowloops commanding the south view (fig. 6);
parallels are the extant work at Carreg Cennen
Castle (late 13th century), though earlier
examples are known such as the covered
passage projecting from the north barbican at
Sherborne Old castle (c. 1130). Lyon states that
a door from here gave access to the middle
ward, however, plans suggest that this was
probably part of Harcourt’s Tower or possibly
an opening off the barbican wall (fig. 7). This
entire interesting edifice was gradually lost until
the surviving remains were completely swept
away in 1797. A solitary undated drawing shows
the last surviving fragment of the gate (fig. 8).
The south barbican itself appears to have been
an imposing structure from its depiction in the
surviving drawings (frontispiece). At its west
end, steps led up from Harcourt’s Tower to a
2nd gateway giving access to the courtyard in

front of the Palace Gate (fig. 9). The courtyard
was flanked on the north-west by the Inner
Bailey wall and was enclosed by its own curtain
wall which originally had two mural towers: at
the southern end, opposite the palace gate, was
the square Well Tower – whilst the Armourer’s
Tower adjoined the inner-end of Arthur’s Gate.
Rigold described this as “an oblique-sided,
unmedieval-looking bastion” (1967, 91).
However, the plans from the Board of Ordinance
suggest that it was a substantial closed-backed
structure. A gate to the side of the Well Tower,
depicted by Captain Durrant in 1808, may
represent a postern opening onto the berm
above the Middle Bailey ditch (fig. 10), such
openings are typical of the mid-13th century. In
1853 work began on modernizing the castle
which meant that the scant remnants of the
south barbican, including the Well Tower were
finally swept away (Coad & Lewis 1982, 79). This
work uncovered a well in the base of the tower,
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Fig. 4. The lost south barbican as depicted by Bereblock, c. 1570; the surviving inner bailey is highlighted in
green. (College of Arms Ms Philpot P.b. 47). By kind permission of the Kings, Heralds and Pursuivants of Arms.
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Fig. 5. A Plan of the Harbour, Castle, Arcliffe Fort, Moats Bulwark, and Parts adjoining Dover. 1725 (detail).
British Library shelfmark: Maps K.Top.16.50. © British Library Board. View from the south-east. The trapezoidal
south barbican is clearly shown adjoining the inner bailey. Peverell’s Gateway marked with an *.

though Darell (1786, 35) stated that it was
located in the courtyard.
Arthur’s Gate butted up against the Central Tower
of the Inner Bailey. This suggests that the access
to the wall-walk shown by Bereblock is artistic
licence. An alternative possibility is that Bereblock
has conflated parts of the castle as it is possible
that the structure adjoining the gate is the “house
in which the king’s warderobe was formerly deposited” which was located outside the gate (Darell
1786, 35). Arthur’s Gate (marked ) too possessed
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

a projecting passage barbican extending as far as
Pencester Tower as can be seen in a number of
surveys of the castle (figs. 5 & 7).
The eastern side of the south barbican and how
it connected to the middle bailey is the most
difficult area of the castle to reconstruct due to
the fact that artists rarely depicted this area in
detail (fig. 11). The parallel walls extending
down to Pencester’s Tower are clearly known
from the surviving plans mentioned above and
it is just possible that the curved tower depicted
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Fig. 6. Peverell's Gateway, Dover Castle, Amelia Long c. 1807. P.15-1957 Victoria and Albert Museum, London.
View from the south. The remains of the caponier can be seen extending to the right.

centrally by Overbeek is the Pencester Tower,
with the barbican linking to Arthur’s gate to its
left (fig. 12). However, one source of evidence
has been overlooked. The early 18th century
drawing by Jan Griffier (fig. 13) has been assumed
to show the south barbican from the south ie
from the site of the Middle Bailey, however a
closer analysis shows that it is actually taken from
the east as one can see the north-east and
south-east walls of the keep. The only possible
location for such a viewpoint would be to the east
of the Ashfordian Tower.
In this analysis Pencester’s Tower is revealed
to be a complex ‘D’ shaped gatehouse, which
is most unexpected and suggests links with
William Marshal’s Horseshoe Gate at
Pembroke, c. 1204 and the de Bohun Gate at
Caldicot (mid-13th century) – did this work
pre-date Pembroke? It seems less complex
than the Welsh examples as the gate passage
goes straight through the tower rather than
turning through 90 degrees. To its west we
have the walled passage, or barbican, leading
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

back to Arthur’s Gate: “This gate led from the
area before Palace gate, into the Roman
fortress, [i.e. the Middle Bailey] and there was
a passage, between two parallel walls, to the
Roman works, and Earl Godwin's sally-port”
(Lyon 1813, 65).
Extending forward from the Pencester Gate are
two parallel walls of a further barbican which
extended over the top of the ditch at this point
and in the base of which was a postern. This
accords with Darell’s description: “From that
tower [Pencester’s] we pass between two walls
to the bridge and gate of the subterranean
vault; and in the same walls are also three gates,
leading to the ancient church of St Lucius [St
Mary in Castro]” (1786, 30). Griffier depicts one
of these gates as a postern opening out of the
side wall of the barbican onto the berm above
the ditch in front of the Pencester Tower.
Griffier’s drawing (fig. 13) suggests that this east
projecting barbican was two-storeyed.
In the foreground is the Ashfordian Tower
which provided access between the middle
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Fig. 7. Plan of Dover Castle (detail). East at the top. Board of Ordnance Survey, early 18th century. Crown Copyright.
Historic England Archive, MP/DOV0033. The entrance to the Middle Bailey from Harcourt’s Tower can be clearly
seen, adjacent to the *.

Fig. 8. Harcourt’s Gate (far right) from an undated drawing by Rev. C. H. Hartshorne. Published in ‘The
Architect’, March 27, 1869. View from the west.
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Fig. 9. Dover, Kent A (detail). Thomas Digges, 1581. Add MS 11815 A. © British Library Board. Digges bird’s-eye
view shows how Harcourt’s Tower (red highlight) functioned as a passage type barbican with two
interconnected towers precisely as depicted by Bereblock. The Palace Gate is hidden in the complex behind
(blue), whilst courtyards are shown in green. View from the SW.
https://www.bl.uk/onlinegallery/onlineex/unvbrit/d/001add000011815u000000a0.html

bailey and outer ward: “At a little distance
stands a tower with a small gate […] the
Eshetsfordian gate […] another wall or curtain,
beginning near the postern […] extends to
Clinton’s Tower” (ibid, 32-3). In the drawing this
wall appears as a ruined wall running across the
foreground, with the remains of Clinton’s Tower
off the drawing. The plan provided by Lyon
suggests that access to the Middle Ward was via
a passage extending off a right-angles from the
barbican between the Pencester Tower and
Arthur’s Gate (fig. 14).
This plan makes the Middle Bailey much more
extensive than merely the area surrounding the
Church of St Mary in Castro. Indeed, it stretched
from Harcourt’s tower around in front of the
south barbican to a wall linking back to Clinton’s
tower and then around to Colton’s Gate. In the

southwest corner of the Middle Bailey was
located a fine tower that Darell states belonged
to the college of canons (fig. 15).
Few topographical views show the north side of
the Middle Bailey prior to its destruction (fig. 16),
yet it can be glimpsed behind the church in a
pencil sketch ‘Study of the Pharos and Church at
Dover Castle’, by Henry Gastineau (1791-1876)
and in Stukeley’s study of the church (The Old
Church & Roman Pharos in Dover Castle. 8 Oct
1722). Although the Middle Bailey has the
appearance of a ringwork (as shown in Raleigh
Radford’s guidebook reproduced in Pattison et al
2020, 8) it would appear that this has not been
the case since the creation of a walled middle
bailey c. 1200, hence reference in the literature
to the “horseshoe enclosure” (see reconstruction
in Pattison et al 2020, fig. 1). Yet, the probability
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Fig. 10. Looking north. The Palace Gate to Dover castle’s Inner Bailey; watercolour by Captain John Durrant,
1808 (who named it as ‘The Devil’s Gate’ in his album). HMCMS: FA1990.23.10. Hampshire Cultural Trust.
Reproduced under creative commons licence CC BY-NC-ND. The possible postern gate is circled to the right
of the (now demolished) Well Tower. In the foreground is another capped well.

Fig. 11. ‘The North view Of Dover-Castle, In The County Of Kent’ (detail showing the wall from Pencester Tower
rising towards the Middle Bailey and Arthur’s Gate). Samuel Buck, 1735. British Library shelfmark: Maps
K.Top.16.51,d) © British Library Board.
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Fig. 12: Overbeek (enlarged detail from Fig. 1). 1 Peverell's Gate, 2 Caponier, 3 Harcourt's Tower (lower
end, with passage barbican extending up to gatehouse in south barbican), 4 South barbican, 5 Palace
Gate to Inner Bailey, 6 Well Tower, 7 Passage barbican leading to Pencester Tower, 8 Pencester Tower,
9 Remains of curtain to Middle Bailey, 10 Middle Bailey, 11 Colton's Gate, 12 Remains of c.1230 hall
used to house college of Canons.
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Notes
¹ See also Hislop this volume. My thanks are due to
Neil Guy, Malcolm Hislop, Peter Burton and Neil
Ludlow who all provided advice and comment on
this paper.
² See plan in Rigold 1967, 90,. cf. British Library: Maps
K.Top.16.46; Maps K.Top.16.47; Maps K.Top.16.49.
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Fig. 13. ‘Dover Castle’, Jan Griffier, early 18th century with additions. (Reproduction by permission of the
Samuel Courtauld Trust) The Courtauld Gallery, London. View from the SE.

Fig. 14. ‘Plate ix. The Roman, Saxon and Norman fortification.’ John Lyon, 1814. This plan shows the lost walls
enclosing the Middle Bailey at the top of the escarpment from Clinton’s Tower (m) to the passage barbican (e). The
Pencester Tower is represented by d-b. The likelihood is that originally the walls extended to Clinton’s Tower which
would have acted as a gate controlling access between to the south barbican and also the Ashfordian Tower (46)
thereby creating a further ‘barbican’ which gave access to the postern in the base of the ditch in front of Godwin’s
Tower (45). View from the East.
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Fig. 15. Dover ‘plat with a sluice’ (detail), c. 1575-76. Attributed to John Lukas. Cotton Augustus I.ii, f.9.©
British Library Board. The view shows Colton’s Gateway (centre) with a fine two-storey rectangular tower
which housed a college of Canons, in the left corner of the Middle Bailey in front of the Harcourt Tower. It
appears to be integral with the curtain of c. 1200. The tower on the right could be Clinton’s: was it another
‘D’-shaped gate-tower?

Fig. 16. ‘Antient Chapel & Roman Watch Tower Dover Castle’, Samuel Sparrow, Jan. 1,1801. British Library
shelfmark: Maps K.Top.16.51.p. © British Library Board. The view looks south into the southern part of the
Middle Bailey (fig. 2); the remains of Clinton’s Tower are on the left and the ruined walls in the foreground
are the remains of the south barbican curtain.
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